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			Benefit from Microsoft's robust suite of security and cryptography primitives to create a complete, hybrid encryption scheme that will protect your data against breaches. This highly practical book teaches you how to use the .NET encryption APIs and Azure Key Vault, and how they can work together to produce a robust security solution. 
		


		
			Applied Cryptography in .NET and Azure Key Vault begins with an introduction to the dangers of data breaches and the basics of cryptography. It then takes you through important cryptographic techniques and practices, from hashing and symmetric/asymmetric encryption, to key storage mechanisms. By the end of the book, you’ll know how to combine these cryptographic primitives into a hybrid encryption scheme that you can use in your applications. 

	

	


	
		Author Stephen Haunts brings 25 years of software development and security experience to the table to give you the concrete skills, knowledge, and code you need to implement the latest encryption standards in your own projects.
	


	


	What You'll Learn
	
			
				Get an introduction to the principles of encryption
	
				Understand the main cryptographic protocols in use today, including AES, DES, 3DES, RSA, SHAx hashing, HMACs, and digital signatures
	
				Combine cryptographic techniques to create a hybrid cryptographic scheme, with the benefits of confidentiality, integrity, authentication, and non-repudiation
	
				Use Microsoft's Azure Key Vault to securely store encryption keys and secrets
	
				Build real-world code to use in your own projects


	

	


	
		Who This Book Is For

	


	
		Software developers with experience in .NET and C#. No prior knowledge of encryption and cryptographic principles is assumed.
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No Logo : Taking Aim at the Brand BulliesRandom House, 2000
If I squint, tilt my head, and shut my left eye, all I can see out the window is 1932, straight down to the lake. Brown warehouses, oatmeal-colored smokestacks, faded signs painted on brick walls advertising long-discontinued brands: "Lovely," "Gaywear." This is the old industrial Toronto of garment factories, furriers and...
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Windows 7 and Vista Guide to Scripting, Automation, and Command Line ToolsQue, 2010

	Although this book has a brand new title, it is really an updated and revised second edition to Windows XP: Under The Hood.The first edition’s automotive-themed title came about because of a certain nostalgia that I felt and I know many people share: Don’t you long for the good-old days when you could pop the hood of your car and...
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Logical Foundations of Computer Science: International Symposium, LFCS 2007Springer, 2007

	The Symposium on Logical Foundations of Computer Science series provides a forum for the fast-growing body of work in the logical foundations of computer science, e.g., those areas of fundamental theoretical logic related to computer science. The LFCS series began with “Logic at Botik,” Pereslavl-Zalessky, 1989, which was...
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Managing Oracle Fusion Applications (Oracle Press)McGraw-Hill, 2011


	Fusion Applications takes the concept of an Enterprise Application to a whole

	new level. Whether you’re in the IT department, a systems integrator, a business

	leader, or an end user, Fusion Applications has more of what you need, less of

	what you don’t, and some of what you didn’t even think possible.

...
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Pair Programming IlluminatedAddison Wesley, 2002
Pair programming is a simple, straightforward concept. Two programmers work side-by-side at one computer, continuously collaborating on the same design, algorithm, code, and test. It produces a higher quality of code in about half the time than that produced by the summation of their solitary efforts. However, nothing is simple...
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ASP Made Simple (Made Simple Programming)Made Simple, 2003
ASP Made Simple provides a brief introduction to ASP for the person who favours self teaching and/or does not have expensive computing facilities to learn on. The book will demonstrate how the principles of ASP can be learned with an ordinary PC running Personal Web Server, MS Access and a general text editor like Notepad.
After working through...
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